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ICAEW Launches
New Certificate in
Finance, Accountancy
& Business (CFAB)
Qualification & Risk
Reward as Official
Partners in Learning
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales
(ICAEW), and Risk Reward Ltd
UK have launched their collaboration to offer accredited ICAEW
finance, accountancy and business
training to companies, banks, and
financial institutions in the UK/
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Europe, Africa, the Middle East
and Asia. The prestigious, intensive 10 & 5-day public training
programme on
Business & Finance premiered
in Hong Kong and Singapore
during early September 2008 with
high levels of interest, and Techniques of Accounting is being
added to the 2009 Public Training
Calendar. Management Information (Accounting) & Audit
and Assurance are being rolled
out in Africa and the Middle East
and bookings are increasing daily.
Group discounts for in-house
training solutions are particularly
appealing to companies large and
small as the cost plus module
offers significant savings to the
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delegate or head-count retail pricing module. The added advantage for in-house
training is the ability of the trainer to be
sourced from the industry similar to that
of the client organisation.
Please visit the Risk Reward website
Training Page
http://www.riskrewardlimited.com/
courseCalendar/courseCalendar.php for
details of all six public training courses to
the CFAB modules. Offered worldwide.
To reserve your place for this new
ICAEW CFAB accredited courses in Asia
please contact Ms Fiona Lee at +852 2273
4393 (Hong Kong) or visit
www.ethanhathaway.com for more information, prices, in-house solutions and
group discounts.
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How will investment banking change?
There can be no doubt that investment banking will change as a result of recent events. We believe that the days of the feast are, with regret over. However not all corporate activity on which
the investment banking scene was predicated will end. We do not expect there to be a flurry of
new issues for either equities or bonds in 2009. Instead a few transactions will take place which
slowly rebuild some degree of confidence in the system.
There will be growth in 2009 and 2010 but activity levels will not return to historic levels until
probably 2012 t the earliest. Without the pipeline of transactions which are the lifeblood of the
investment banking sector, it will shrink dramatically with a few global players together with niche
boutiques providing the support. Basically we expect that part of the industry to decline to perhaps only 25% of its size prior to the crisis.
2. The Global Regulator
Whilst there is no global regulator for the entire banking industry, banks of course each have a
single Home Regulator that takes ultimate responsibility for the regulation of the institution.
These Home Regulators need to work closely with Host Regulators to make sure that the regulatory system works effectively. These rules have been revised fairly recently and should be allowed
to work.
Of course that is not the issue that is concerning the market. The suggestion is being made that
we now require some form of global regulator to take some level of international oversight. Our
view is that any such development is bound to cause more problems than it solves. At present
there are two bodies which operate on a global basis and have impacted on the crisis.
The first is the Bank for International Settlements, which is essentially the committee of banking
governors. It is not answerable to anyone and is able to make rules that impact on the global
markets. If there is a view that regulation needs to be altered globally, then the Bank for International Settlements already provides the mechanism for this to be achieved.
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